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Camp Enrichment Programs
Bugs, Bugs, Bugs©
Creepy, crawly, weird and wacky. Discover the life of insects and arachnids.
View the world as an insect through dragonfly eyes! Get excited as we touch real
bugs! Our live critters will amaze you!
Edible Cells©
Get to the bottom of biology as we investigate edible cells and create gummy
drops!
Fossil Fun©
Step back in time to the age of the dinosaurs. Become a paleontologist and
discover real fossils. Uncover the mysteries of the dinosaurs. Make DNA and
much more!
Get Wired©
Explore the exciting world of electricity as we create a circuit and see electricity!
Globs and Glue©
Roll up your sleeves and make icky sticky polymers such as slime and silly putty!
All the polymers you make are yours to take with you!
Gold Rush©
Step back in time to the days of the old prospectors as we search for real rocks
and minerals. Everything you find, you keep!
Kitchen Chemistry©
Roll up your sleeves for some chemistry fun! Make your very own sidewalk chalk
and oobleck!
Lab 101©
Use chemicals to make slippery slime. Learn all about acids and bases with our
special indicator as chemicals magically change color!
Light Fever©
Pull out your psychedelic glasses to meet ROY G BIV. See things like you've
never seen before! Make a UV bracelet that changes right before your eyes.
Mission Control©
Experience a real rocket launch, learn about escape velocity, and throttle the
space shuttle yourself. Enjoy astronaut freeze dried ice cream and more.
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Mystery Science©
Discover how mysterious science can be. Make something disappear! Learn why
magic and science go hand-in-hand!
Nutty Newton©
Become a mechanic, a Newtonian Mechanic that is! Learn all about those
incredible forces as we experience the laws of physics.
On One Condition©
Learn about changing conditions. Have FUN as we make all sorts of chemical
reactions and make milk separate.
Sssnake Ssscience©
Meet Slithers, our friendly Ball Python! Students learn about snake senses as
they make snake sounds and see heat!
Totally Tasty Science©
Science like you’ve never seen or tasted! YUM! Make butter and gummy drops!
Volcanoes©
Become a volcanologist and discover the Ring of Fire. Explore the awesome
world of volcanoes as we move magma and erupt them!
Weather Wizards©
Feel the pressure…air pressure that is! See thunder and make tornadoes!
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